Unit 6: Lesson 26
Vocabulary Definition List

1. **ability** - the quality of being able to do something

2. **absorb** - to take in or soak up

3. **advice** - an idea or suggestion about how to solve a problem

4. **announce** - to officially make known

5. **approach** - to come near or nearer

6. **compete** - take part in a race or contest against other people

7. **loveliest** - beautiful; very pleasing

8. **loyal** - faithful

9. **principal** - the head of a school

10. **proud** - feeling pleased over something owned, made, or done
1. **electric** - a form of energy, often used to power lights and other devices

2. **experiment** - a test to find out or prove something

3. **familiar** - well-known

4. **gadget** - a small mechanical device

5. **improve** - to get better

6. **invention** - an original device or process

7. **power** - the force, strength, or ability to do something

8. **prove** - to show to be true by backing up with facts

9. **research** - careful study of a subject or project

10. **tools** - a device that is specially made to help a person do work
Unit 6: Lesson 28
Vocabulary Definition List

1. **altitude** - a height measured from sea level or Earth's surface

2. **equipment** - necessary items needed to complete a task

3. **landscape** - a stretch of land that is viewed as scenery

4. **peak** - the top of a mountain

5. **slope** - a stretch of ground that slants upward or downward

6. **steep** - rising or falling sharply

7. **survival** - the act of staying alive

8. **texture** - the look or feel of a surface

9. **throughout** - in, to, or through every part of

10. **tropical** - the warm areas of Earth near the equator